
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

This glossary of technical terms contains terms used in this Prospectus as they relate to
our business. As such, these terms and their meanings may not always correspond to
the standard industry meaning or usage of these terms.

“ABS” means acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, a common
thermoplastic

“Advanced Hybrid Technology” means a travel luggage construction technique
combining a hard-side case with a soft-side exterior,
giving the product the rigidity of a hard-side in
combination with the external pockets of a soft-side,
and resulting in increased lightness and strength as
well as flexibility

“B-Lite” means our B-Lite-branded soft-side luggage products

“CAD” means computer-aided design

“Cosmolite” means our Cosmolite-branded hard-side luggage
products

“Cubelite” means our Cubelite-branded hard-side luggage
products

“Curv®1” means a self-reinforced composite sheet of
polypropylene, combining high strength with light
weight

“ECHA” means the European Chemicals Agency, tasked with
monitoring the use of chemicals listed on the SVHC
pursuant to the REACH environmental regulation

“hard-side” means a type of travel luggage constructed primarily
from hard plastic components like polypropylene,
polycarbonate or Curv

“polycarbonate” means a type of thermoplastic polymer used in the
production of hard-side luggage and luggage
components

“polypropylene” means a type of thermoplastic polymer used in the
production of hard-side luggage and luggage
components

“POS” means point of sale

1 Curv is a registered trademark of Propex Operating Company, LLC
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“shop-in-shop” concessions staffed by Samsonite sales people
located within larger department stores

“SKU” means a stock-keeping unit, a particular model or
variant of a manufactured product or item that is
capable of being identified by a unique inventory code

“soft-side” means a type of travel luggage constructed primarily
from soft textile components like nylon and polyester

“Spinners” means luggage that incorporates four multidirectional
spinner wheels allowing for upright rolling in multiple
directions

“SVHC” means the list of Substances of Very High Concern
kept by the European Union as part of the REACH
environmental regulation

“TSA” means Transportation Security Administration, the US
federal agency responsible for airline safety
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